ISUPFERE ENGLISH EVALUATION TEST 2017 (1h)
You have one hour to do this test. Read the instructions to each section carefully. Choose the
appropriate answer and put an X clearly in the corresponding box on your answer sheet … Do
not write your answers on these pages. Only one answer is possible.
QUESTIONS 1 - 40

Grammar & Vocabulary

1) I will never forget …………… the results of my baccalaureate posted outside the school!
a) to see
b) see
c) seeing
d) to seeing
2) 3D printing is likely to make the cost of customizing ………… for all kinds of products.
a) to fall b) fall
c) falling
d) falls
3) …………… the past forty years, Philip Pullman …………….. young people with his fantasy
novels.
a) For/enchants b) Since/enchanted c) Since/enchants
d) For/has enchanted
4) Only after I’ve seen the movie Lincoln ……………… give an opinion.
a) I can
b) I could
c) I will be able to
d) will I be able to
5) ………………. is how I relax at weekends.
a) To play the guitar
b) Player guitar

c) Playing the guitar d) To play guitar

6) He ……………… looking at her, wondering where he ……………. her before.
a) keeps/saw
b) kept/has seen
c) Kept/had seen
d) has kept/has seen
7) I have a heavy workload this month …………….. I won’t be able to take any time off.
a) but
b) so
c) however
d) nevertheless
8) No one can tell exactly where or when ……………………
a) will occur the next earthquake
b) the next earthquake will occur
c) will the next earthquake take place
d) will happen the next earthquake
9) (heard in an interview) : ‘’How long ………….. interested in science ? Since you were a child ?’’
a) are you
b) were you
c) have you been
d) would you be
10) ……………. chocolate, you won’t be able to resist this cake !
a) Without you like
d) Unless not liking

b) Without you don’t like

c)Unless you don’t like

11) I wish that I ……… public transportation was so unreliable before I sold my car.
a) knew
b) to know
c) could know
d) had known
12) All the elelments in the Periodic Table are known by either one ……….. two letters.
a) either
b) or
c) neither
d) nor

13) It is essential that an applicant for an internship ………. On time for his/her interview !
a) comes
b) will arrive
c) be
d) to come
14) …………… students attend class regulerly, although some have trouble ………. out of bed !
a) Most/to get
b) Most/getting
c) The most/toget
d) The most/getting
15) The Three Gorges Dam, …………. Construction was decided by Mao, was begun in 1994.
a) who
b) whose
c) which
d) that
16) It is now possible to read books …………….. a hand-held device with a screen.
a) for using
b) from using
c) by using
d) in using
17) A lot of companies would rather offshore their operations ………… employees a living wage.
a) that pay
b) than pay
c) instead of pay
d) not pay
18) (heard at the pharmacy) ‘’I need to ………………., please.
a) get this prescription filling
b) have this presciption filled
c) get filled this prescription
d) have filled this prescription
19) The gases found in ‘buckyballs’ …………….. the earth from outer space.
a) must have arrived
b) could only have reached
c) may have travelling
d)should have come to
20) You …………….. in bed if you’re going to sleep in class !
a) might as well have stayed
b) ought stay c) should have stay

d) had to stay

21) If the stress in the earth’s crust ………. beyond a critical threshhold, part of the crust will give
way.
a) rises
b) rose
c) raises
d) will rise
22) Rare earth elements ……………. Yttrium, gadolinium, and erbium are used in cutting-edge
technologies.
a) alike
b) for example
c) such as
d) as
23) ………………. anything so beautiful as daffodils dancing in the breeze.
a)Rarely have I seen

b) Rarely I see

c) Rarely I’ve seen

d)Rarely I saw

24) In the mid-1800s, the formula H2O2 might ……………… water to one chemist, but hydrogen
peroxide to another.
a) mean
b) have been meaning
c) signal
d) have meant
25) When Marie met Pierre Curie, he …………. As head of a presigious physics lab for more than a
decade.
a) worked
b) was working
c) used to work
d) had been working
26) I would never had gone to the park ………….. that I was allergic to flowers !
a) if I realized
b) if I had realized
c) should I realize
d) if I have realized

27) A lot of young people don’t write letters because they’re so ………… text messages.
a) using to send b) used to sending
c)use to send
d) used to send
28) The floor in this room badly needs ……………….
a) to sweep
b) to be sweep
c) sweeping

d) to have swept

29) Howard Hughes was a famous eccentric. Before eating peas, he ………….. sort them by size on
his plate.
a) was used to
b) will
c) would
d) has
30) Why didn’t you hear your phone ? …………… a shower ?
a) Did you take
b) Have you taken
c) Are you taking

d)Were you taking

31) I, ……………, think that replacing a cellphone that works is wasteful.
a) for one
b) as one
c) when one
d) like one
32) Trilobites …………….. roughly 250 million years ago.
a)have gone extinct
b) had gone extinct c) extincted

d) went extinct

33) We can scarcely imagine …………………………..
a) how many damages can cause an asteroid
b) how much damage an asteroid can cause
c)how much damage can cause an asteroid
d) how many damages can an asteroid cause
34) I can’t help ………… that he’s made a mistake.
a) myself to think
b) him to think
c) the idea

d) thinking

35) An experienced ……………. Will explain the new system to the trainee during our technical
tutorial.
a) operatic
b) operate
c) operation
d) operator
36) As is the case with the parking garage entrance, the front doors are run ………….. , no
manually.
a) electric
b) electrical
c) electronically
d) electron
37) While she ………… in systems analysis, we sometimes call on her to speak at client workshops
as well.
a)specialist
b) specials
c) specialization
d) specializes

38) The last ……………….. has made its bid, so let’s choose the one to hire.
a)contractor
b) contraction
c) contractive
d) contract
39) The ……….. person to lead staff out of the building in an emergency is the person sitting
closest to the exit.
a) designation
b) designated
c) designator
d) designative

40) It is risky to ……………. For huge profits without a cash reserve.
a) speculators
b) speculate
c) speculative

d)speculation

